
3d Scanner Manual

Set Up

**Warning:  Plug AC power cord into FireWire card connected to scanner LAST.  

Cautiously remove scanner and stand from case and place correctly on stand (see fig. 1-3).  

Laptop 

Plug in FireWire card and fasten securely from the bottom. Plug in laptop power cords and boot up system.

Plug FireWire cable connection into scanner gently (it will click).

Plug in AC power cord.  You will see the cameras on the scanner flash and a green light displayed.  

Scanner features: four lenses (avoid touching or scratching; there is a lens cloth in case), preview laser cross button, turn 
off color button, and distance meter lights; the trigger is held during data acquisition.  

SCANNER PARTS

Lens Trigger

4. FireWire Card

2. FireWire Connection & Cord

3. AC Connection

1. 3D Scanner
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Consists of 14 steps: The first few consist of pulling the scanner up and the last 4 are more difficult and depend on angles 
(use tilting wrist motion). First, follow the 4 panel guide on scanner placement and then focus on keeping the laser cross 
X centered.  The green scanner is where you want to position scanner and the grey scanner indicates the position you 
are holding.  You will hear a sound signifying you’ve completed each step of calibration. The ideal distance for holding 
scanner from object is ≈ 1ft.

⇒ Optimize

1. Configure: necessary for color; reconfigure for different objects (see fig. 6)

Goal: to have yellow highest possible percentage and limit red and grey values.  Configuration happens automatically and 
once the field options are available, you can select and/or save configurations for similar values or objects.  

Red: Oversaturated

Yellow: Readable 

Grey: Undetected 

*TechTip: configure on a solid object of a similar hue (similar to white balancing) 

Software and Hardware Setup

Open: VxElements  (acquisition software) on laptop

In VXElements click Configure -> Calibrate (see fig. 5)

1. Calibrate (daily, depending on lighting changes, and/or if outside: every 12hrs): improves accuracy and light 
sensitivity 

Remove top foam insert from scanner case to access calibration place. 

**Warning:  Never remove the calibration plate from case and take caution to not knick, spill, or damage plate in any 
way.  Keep wood box covered and latched when not calibrating.  

Adjust yellow to the 
highest possible #
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Scanning

Guidelines for placing dots: 

*TechTip: It is to your advantage to have too few dots over too many.  Dots are easily added but removing them can 
result in losing data.  

1. Place dots on flat surfaces; avoid placement near edges.

2. Respect diamond pattern shown on board. 

3. Do not place dots where you want greatest detail.  

4.   Four dots minimum are needed to acquire surface data; scanner works by triangulation

*Software bug: if error message displayed before scanning, carefully reconnect AC power cord to FireWire card.

The ultimate indicator of scanning is the speed and quantity of information acquired.  

In VX Elements begin new project:

⇒  Scan and change scanning to positioning targets.  Select target (dots) type (i.e., black contour). (see fig. 7)

Scan dots first: you want to first obtain full dot field from the board and then also object.  These dots need to establish 
their relation in space to each other; when a dot registers it appears solid red.  Undefined dots are represented as un-
filled, pink, blue, or grey dots; scanner needs to start at registered dots and then move to undefined dots to obtain their 
relationship.  

⇒  Optimize positioning targets

*Do not move object on board.  You may rotate board if it does not alter position of the object in relation to the dot field.

Switch scan mode to surface, set size, resolution, and dpi, before beginning to scan.

Editing: use sliders and selection tool to fill holes and eliminate noise and extraneous surface information; decimate 
triangles to achieve smaller file size.   

Save surface and color to desired file type (i.e., .fbx, .obj, .dae, etc.).  
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